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A general form for regular variation in ZR’ is introduced and applied to domains 
of attraction of stable distribution in IR2 where the components have different 
indices. The situation in IRd with d > 2 is more complicated but not essentially 
different. For simplicity this paper is limited to ZR*. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1 we give an outline of the limit theory for partial sums of 
nonnegative independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vectors. We 
allow the shifts and scaling constants for the components to be different. 
This discussion uses the results of Section 2 on a general form of regular 
variation in ZR*. In Section 3, we show how the domains of attraction results 
can be extended to sums of random vectors whose components are not 
necessarily nonnegative. 
The Laplace transform approach we use suggests what the appropriate 
form of a domain of attraction condition might be and it is also useful for 
suggesting fruitful avenues of analytic development. This approach was 
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employed in de Haan and Omey [3]. Related domains of attraction results 
using weak convergence and stochastic process techniques are given in 
Resnick and Greenwood [7]. 
1. DOMAINS OF ATTRACTION OF STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN ZR* 
In order to motivate our definition of and theorems on regularly varying 
functions we first discuss the limit theory for partial sums of nonnegative 
i.i.d. random vectors when shifts and scalings may be different for different 
components. So suppose {(Xi, Yi)} 2, are i.i.d. random vectors in ZR* with 
positive components and suppose 
( 
CLlxk-G CL1 y/c-d” 
an ’ bn 1 
*((v w> 
3 3 
where ‘5” denotes convergence in distribution and (V, w> has a stable 
distribution function G with indices (a,, a,) E (0,2] X (0,2]. The 
normalizing constants are determined from marginal convergence. As in 
de Haan and Omey [3] we can work with Laplace transforms instead of 
characteristic functions. With U(x, y) = it I{ P{X, > U, Y, > V) du du and 
o(s, t) its Laplace-Stieltjes transform one easily shows, using the same 
methods as in de Haan and Omey [3] that (1.1) is equivalent to 
~ir(ula,~ M4 .’ k(uT 4 ) 
anbn uv 
/ 
0 if EX: 4 EY: = co, 
W,)WJ 
dm 
if E(Xt) . E(Y:) < co, 
(1.2) 
for all u, o > 0 together with convergence in (1.1) of the marginals. Here 
k(u, u) = log G(u, v) - log G(u, 0) G(0, v), where G denotes the Laplace- 
Stieltjes transform of the limiting d.f. G in (1.1). 
Now replace n by [t] and then a,[] by r(f), bItI by s(t). From marginal 
convergence it follows that r(t) E R VG,,, i.e., r is regularly varying at 
infinity with index l/a,. Similarly s(t) E R Vz,,. In the usual way we get 
from (1.2) that 
0 if EXf. EYf = CO, 




if E(Xf) - E(Yf) < a3. 
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By Theorem 2.4 we can replace this by 
lim wwx9 40 Y) 
t-rm r(t) s(t) 
= 4(x9 Yh (1.4) 
for all continuity points of some function 4. In the next section 
(Theorem 2.1) it is shown that under these circumstances (1.4) holds for all 
x, y > 0 and 4 satisfies 
Q(t 
l/a1 . x, tllm’2. y) = t(llal)+wa2)-’ . #(x,y), 
(l-5) 
for all x, y, t positive. From Theorem 2.4 it is clear that (1.4) also implies 
(1.3) so that convergence of the partial sums (1.1) is equivalent to (1.4) 
together with convergence of the marginals, where r and s are determined by 
this marginal convergence. We consider three cases: 
(a) In case (l/a,) + (l/a,) - 1 = 0 (3 a, = a2 = 2) the limit function 
in (1.4) reduces to a constant since U is monotone and (1.5) holds. Hence 
when a, = at = 2 convergence of the partial sums is equivalent to 
lim J‘~(f)x In’ ” F(du’ d”) = lim u(r(t) x, S(t)y) = c, 
t-too (l/t) r(t) 44 t-al (1/t) r(t) s(t) 
together with convergence of the marginals. It is not difficult to see that 
c=p if EXf. EY: = 00, 
w-1 * YJ 
=dm 
if EX:. EY: < 03, 
where p is the correlation coefficient of the limiting normal distribution. It 
follows that when one of the second moments is infinite, necessarily p > 0. 
Otherwise p = Cor(X, , Y,). 
(b) Next suppose a, = 2 and 0 < a2 < 2. In this case Resnick and 
Greenwood [7] showed that (1.1) is equivalent to the convergence of the 
marginals and the limiting stable d.f. is the product of its marginals. Then in 
(1.2) k = 0 and hence also 4 = 0 in (1.4). We will see how this follows from 
the Laplace transform approach following Theorem 2.4. See also Section 3. 
(c) In case 0 < a,, a2 < 2 we shall show (Theorem 2.3) that (1.4) with 
convergence of the marginals is equivalent to an extended form of regular 
variation of the density of U 
f\z lP{X, > r(t) x, y, > WY} = q&Y), (1.6) 
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for all x, y > 0, x + y > 0 where d satisfies (Theorem 2. I), 
td(F * x, t’ln2 * y) = d(x, y), 
for all t, x, y > 0 (cf. Resnick and Greenwood [7, Theorem 1.41). 
2. REGULARLY VARYING FUNCTIONS IN IR’ 
DEFINITION. A measurable function f: IR: -+ IR + is regularly varying 
with auxiliary functions I and s (r, s: IR + + IR,) if for some positive 
function J 
. 
if!! f(r(t), s(t)) 
fo-w XT 44 Y> = qx, y) 
’ (2.1) 
for all x, y > 0. Notation: fE RVF(r, s). 
Remark 2.1. If r and s are both the identity, we get ordinary regular 
variation as in Stam [lo] and de Haan and Resnick [2]. Notation: fE RV. 
Remark 2.2. The limit function of fE RVF(r, s) is called 1. Note that 
the auxiliary functions r and s need not be unique. 
In view of Section 1 we will restrict ourselves to monotone functions fwith 
regularly varying auxiliary functions r and s. In this case we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f: IR: + IR + is monotone in each variable 
separately (i.e., for fixed y f(x, y) and f(y, x) are both nonincreasing or 
nondecreasing functions of x. 
Assume there exist functions r E RVC, s E RVF(a,/? > 0), and i > 0, 
h > 0 such that 
lim f(r(th WY) 
t+x 4) 
= q-&y>, 
for all continuity points (x, y) with x, y > 0 of Iz. Then 
(i) For all x, y > 0, 
lim fW+ s(tY)) =n(xa y4) 
h(t) 
3 3 t+cc 
(2.2) 
so that tfn f 0, the function f (r(x), s(y)) is regularly varying in the ordinary 
sense. 
(ii) For some p E IR and all a, x, y > 0. L is continuous and satisfies 
L(anx, a4y) = aPL(x, y). 
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Remark 2.3. The function 1 is not necessarily positive here. It will turn 
out that either Iz E 0 or A(x, y) > 0 for all x, y > 0. In the latter case we will 
call p the index ofJ: 
Proof. From (2.2) and the regular variation of r and s it follows that 
(2.3) holds for all continuity points (x”, y”) of A. For fixed p > 0 define 
A,(x) = A(xn,pDyyD). Since 1 is monotone, (xa,p4x4) is a continuity point of 
1 if x is a continuity point of A,, On each line y = px by the monotonicity of 
A, the limit in (2.3) exists almost everywhere, and in fact everywhere, since 
it follows that for x > 0 [8, Lemma 1.61. 
or CXP. 
This is true for each such line, so (2.2) holds everywhere, hence [2, 
Lemma 21 1 is continuous. The functional equation for A now follows for 
1 f 0 from f(r(x), s(y)) E RV. 
Remark 2.4. Conversely, if for monotone f and regularly varying r and s 
the function f(r(x), s(y)) E RV, then f(x, y) E RVF(r, s). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 one can replace r 
by any F- r, e.g., r’ continuous and increasing. The same is true for s. 
We will now consider integrals of regularly varying functions. For 
nondecreasing functions this is easy. Only nonincreasing functions are 
considered here and we restrict attention to functions which satisfy a 
condition somewhat stronger than (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose fi IR: + IR + is nonincreasing and satisjles 
(2.1)withrERV~,sERV~(a,/?>O)foraflx,y>O,x+y>O. 
Suppose JAf(u, 0) du < co and Ji f(0, u) du < 03, and let p be the index 
off: Then 
(i) If a > -p/2 and /I > -p/2 we have (A Ji A(u, v) du dv < co, and 
forx,y>O, 
J:(“” J;(f)y f(u, u) du du x 
!ff r(t) s(t)f(r(t), s(C)) = 0 0 li 
y ncu vj du dv 
’ ’ 
(ii) If p+a+p<O then for all x,y>O, x+y>O, 
JFJy”IZ(u,u)dudv<co,andforallx,y>O,x+y>O, 
J& S%Y f(% VI du dv O” O” 
E r(f) s(t)f(r(t), s(t)) = x li ‘(” ‘) d” d”’ y  
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ProoJ Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, de Haan and Omey [3]. 
Now we prove a result on derivatives of RVF. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose ‘F: IR: -+ IR + has a positive and monotone 
density f: Suppose FE RVF(r, s) and r f RVZ, s E RV? (a,/3 > 0). Then 
the limit function 1 of F has a monotone density d and for all x, y > 0, 
lim +) ‘@)f@@) xy ‘@) y> = d(x, y) 
t-w3 W(t), s(t)) (2.4) 
Proof. Suppose f is nonincreasing. By the lemma in de Haan and Omey 
[3] I has a nonincreasing density d. By Corollary 2.1 we may and do take r 
and s increasing. We use (2.3) and find for E > 0, 
X” 
I’ 1 
Y4 tx ” d(u, v) du dv = lim 
I I t-m t(x-6 
f@-@), ‘k)) &ju) &(v) 
(X--E)0 (y-Ep t(y-E) W(t), $4) 
~ lim supf ‘r(tx)’ s(ty>’ 
Wx> - r(t(x - ~NMty) - s(t(y - d)l 
t +to F@(t), s(t)) 
> lim sup r ( t )  s ( t ) f ( r ( t x )7  ‘ (O))  (~a _ (x _ E)” )  {  yb _ (  y _ ,c)B} 
/  
t+m W-W3 44) 
Since 
‘,‘t{(X.-(x-e)=}{y’-(y-e)d/!.X= j’” d(u,v)dudv=d(x*,y”), 
(X-&P (Y-&P 
almost everywhere, we get 
lim sup r(t) s(t)f ‘r(tx)’ s(ty>) < d(x” yo> a e 
t+‘x F(r(t), s(t)) ’ ’ ’ * * 
Similarly we get 
lim inf r(t> s(t)f (r(tx)’ s(ty)) > d(x” y”)  a e 
t+m F(r(t), s(f)) ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 
Hence 
,im r(t> @)f (r(tx)F ‘b)) = dcx” yb) 
W(t), s(t)) 
9 3 a e . . t+cc (2.5) 
As in de Haan and Resnick [2, Theorem 21 we get (2.5) for all x, y > 0. 
Now apply Theorem 2.1 to get (2.4). 
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We also need the following result where the Emit function in (2.1) is iden- 
tically zero. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose fi IR: --t IR + is nondecreasing and li f (u, 0) du 
< 00, ltf(O, v)du < CD. Let rE RVZ, SE RV,“, h E RVF (a,P > 0, 
a + p + p > 0), and assume 




,im sup m s(t) x> < o. 
t-w h(t) ’ 
for all x > 0. Then 
lim .I-(@) x9 s(t) Y> = 0 
t-+cw h(t) ’ 
(2.6) 
for all x, y > 0 if and only if 
for all x, y > 0. (2.7) 
ProoJ: (2.7) + (2.6) This follows immediately from 
r(t)x SWY 
1 f f@, u> du dv > r(t) s(t) xyJ(r(t) x, s(t) y). 0 
o 
(2.6) 3 (2.7) In a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 1 in de Haan 
and Omey [3] we find from (2.6) 
Define U(x, y) = J”: I’, f(u, v) du du, then for all x, y > 0, 
lim u(r(t) x’ S(t) ‘> - u(r(t>’ S(t)) = 0 
h(t) 46 s(t) 
7 t-w 
and hence by the monotonicity of U, 
lim U(r(tx), s(tr>> - U(r(t), s(t)> = 0 
t-+w h(t) r(t) SW 
Since h(t) r(t) s(t) E RV,+4+0 it follows from Seneta [8, Theorem 2.111 that 
also for all x > 0, 
We s@)) = o 
!!! h(t) r(t) s(c) ’ 
The result now follows by monotonicity. 
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We finally prove an Abel-Tauber theorem for Laplace transforms in this 
general setting. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose f: IR: + IR + is nondecreasing, h E RVF, 
r E RVZ, s E RVF (a, /? > 0, p > 0), and suppose for u, v > 0, 
f(u, v) = uv jaw jaw e -““-““f(x,y) dx dy < 03. 
Then for some A and all x, y > 0, 




holds if and only iffor some 4 and all u, v > 0, 
lim Z@lW, v/W> 
h(t) 
= 9(u, VI. t+w 
Moreover, if (2.9) holds, qt = 1. 
Prooj (2.9) => (2.8) From Stadtmiiller and Trautner [9, Lemma 41, 
(2.8) holds for all continuity points (x, y) of some function L. Applying 
Theorem 2.1 immediately yields (2.8). 
(2.8) G- (2.9) Observe that 




m e _ ux- uy f(r(t) x, s(t) Y) dx dy 
0 0 h(t) 
We divide the region of integration into the parts X, y < 1, x; y > 1; x Q 1, 
y > 1; and x > 1, y < 1. We prove that in every part Lebesgue’s theorem is 
applicable. 
(a) For x, y Q 1, f@(t) x, s(t)y)/h(t) G(r(0, s(t))/h(t) which is 
bounded. 
(b) For 0 <E <a A/? define c, q by ~=~*‘(~-&)(l -&)-I, and 
?l=Y “@+)( 1 - &)-I. Then by [4, Lemma 1 ] for t > to and all x, y > 1, 
W) 2 xW 
and 
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with v = max(& q). Using the regular variation of h and [4, Lemma l] this is, 
at most, 
fWv>v sttv)) WV) < AVP + E .- 
WV) 4) ’ 
for some constant A and t > t,. This upperbound is integrable and, hence, 
Lebesgue’s theorem applies. 
(c) For the other two parts one finds Lebesgue majorants by 
combining the methods of (a) and (b). 
APPLICATION. If X, is in the domain of attraction of the normal 
distribution and Y, is in the domain of attraction of a stable law of index 
a2 < 2 and Xi, Y, > 0, then (1.1) holds and the asymptotic distribution has 
independent components. 
ProoJ We prove that (1.4) of Section 1 holds with 4 = 0. To this end 
observe that for x,y > 0, 
lP(X, > r(t)x, Y, > s(t)yJ < fP(X, > r(t)xJ, 
and the latter tends to zero as r -+ 00 since X, is in the domain of attraction 
of the normal distribution. We can apply Lemma 2.1 to get for all x,y > 0 
that 
which is (1.4) with 4 = 0. By Theorem 2.4 with A E 0, (1.3) holds with k 5 0. 
Hence (1.1) holds also. 
That the limit distribution G is a product measure follows by noting, 
0 = k(u, v) = log 1 a4 v) 
Gtu, 0) G(O, 0)’ 
3. LIMITS FOR TWO-TAILED VARIABLES 
We now remove the restriction that all random variables are nonnegative 
and show how the results of the previous section can be extended to two- 
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tailed variables. Related domains of attraction results using stochastic 
process techniques are given in Resnick and Greenwood [7]. We state and 
prove two limit theorems for IR*-valued random vectors under the 
assumption that one or both of the components of the vector belong to the 
domain of attraction of the normal distribution. When the latter is not 
satisfied see [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {(X,, Y,)}r= I be i.i.d. and suppose EX, = EY, = 0. 
Set U,(x) = EX: l,,x,,(xr, VI(x) = EY: lt,y1,4x,, and assume U, and V, are 
slowly varying. Dej%e r and s by tU,(r(t)) - r’(t) and tV,(s(t)) - s”(t), 
(t + co). Then 
where (V, W) is N(0, r) and r = ( i T ) if and only iffor all x, y > 0, 
EXIYI 1,IX,I~r(l)x;lY,l~s(l)Yl 
@,(r(t)) Vl(s(t)) -” (t + co). 
(3.2) 




+z* CL1 yrl 
bll 
~Z,VSZ,W, (3.3) 
for all (zi, ZJ E IR*, where z, V + z2 W is normally distributed N(0, zi + 
2pz,z,+z:) and a n := r(n), b, := s(n). Using Gnedenko and Kolmogorov 
[6, Theorem 2, p. 128 ] we find that (3.3) holds, iff for all E > 0 




where X nl := z,(X,/a,) + z,(Y,/b,). We first show that (3.4) holds because 
the marginal sums are asymptotically normal implying 
lim nP[(X,/ > an&] = !+z nP[( Y,I > b,c] =O, 
n-too 
and hence 
lim nP[lXJ > E] < lim n P IX,/ > a,E bn& = 0. n+m n-rm 1 [ 2 IZII 1 [ +p lYll> 21z2, II 
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So under the assumption that marginal sums are asymptotically normal we 
have (3.1) equivalent to (3.5). Next we show that (3.5) is equivalent to 
4EG 111r*a,‘xl,“,z2b,~Y,,~EI - @=“I 1,,z,a,~x,,“,z~b,~Y,I~~I)‘J 
+ z; + 2pz,z* + z;, (3.6) 
for all E > 0. To see this set M, = / z1 a; ‘X, 1 V 1 z2 b; ’ Y, 1 and choose q small 
enough so that 
[IX,, I > El n w, G WI = 0 
and 
since both X, and Y, are in the domain of attraction of the normal 
distribution. Also 
n I(-%, 1,M,~ml)2 - (Ex,, ~,Ix,,,;cE1)21 
,<(const)nEIX,*I(lIMn(ml- hr,,,<EJ9 
and this can be seen to be o( 1) as above. Hence we see the equivalency of 
(3.6) and (3.5). Write the left-hand side of (3.6) as I, + I, + I,, where 
4 = nWk*xi lIMndB1 - (Ev;‘X, 11Mn~el)21~ 
I2 =nlEz%?Y~ lIMnGEI - (Ez,K’Y, 1~Mn~E,)21~ 
1, = 2nz~w,‘K’lE& Y, l,,wn<c, - W, lm,,<e+W l~w,<~,)~~ 
We first show I, + 2:. Observe 
n~Ez:~,*~:l~~~<~~ -Ez:~,2~:l,,~lo,~~,,~~l/ 
< ncZP[Iz2b;‘Y,I > E] + 0, (n+ co>, 
and similarly 
and this latter statement is a direct consequence of the fact that X, is in the 
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domain of attraction of N(0, 1) (Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, [6, p. 1281). In 
the same way one can check I, + zs and we see that (3.5) is equivalent to 
I, + pz, z2, which is the same as 
~CKIWl y, lwfn<6] - v=, l[M,(J% l[Mn$E])l -+P, (3.7) 
and we must prove (3.7) equivalent to (3.2). In a similar way as above we 
may replace 
EXI h,<~,EY~ bwn<ej by EXI h,a,~xl,<E,EyI hZb;~Y,,<E,~ 
and (3.7) is the same as 
lim na;‘b;‘{EX,Y 1 
n-w2 1 IIX1IClz,l-‘a,~,lY,l(Ir2i-lb,El 
-Ex, h,,<,~~,-~a~d~~1 l[,Y,,$,zz,-‘b,e]) =P* (3.8) 
Since by definition 
n 1 
a- \lWJ VI@“) 
40 if EXT. EY: = 00, 
(3.9) 
if EX: - EYf < co, 
Eq. (3.8) is equivalent to ((zi, z2) arbitrary in ZR*), 
lim 
Exl ‘1 lIIX,ICxa,.lW<W 
n-02 \/v,(a,) I/,(&J =py 
(3.10) 
for all x,y > 0. To show (3.10) is equivalent to (3.2) replace n by [t] and 
note that we can take r and s monotone so that at,] Q r(t), bit, < s(t). Also by 
the regular variation of r, s, U,, and Vi, we have that U,(aIt,) V,(!+,,) - 
U,(r(t)) Vi(s(t)). The proof is finished by observing that for all x,y > 0 
EX,Y 1 1 ~Ixll<r(f)x.lYll<s(r)Yl - Exl ‘1 111X,I<a,r,x.IY~l~.6~r~~l 
mw I, 
G (U,(rW) ~lMO)>-“2 E IX, Y, I 
X1 ~a~~~x~IX1l$r(f)x,IY1l~s(f)~lUlb~,~~<lY,I~s(t)~,IX1l6~(f)xl 
G UJdW> ~lW)))-“’ r(t) W w  
t 
using (3.9) and the marginal convergence of X, and Y,. 
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Now we state the generalisation of Theorem 3.1 for dimensions higher 
than 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {(X$‘) ,..., X!,k’)}Fz, be i.i.d. random vectors in IR k 
and assume EXY) = 0 (i = l,..., k). Set V,(x) = E(Xy))* l,,~;~,~~, and assume 
V,(x) is slowly varying for i = I,..., k. Define for i = l,..., k, ri(t) by 
tVi(r(t)) - rf(t) (t -+ 03). Then 
where U is N(0, r) tf and only tffor all i, j such that 1 < i, j < k we have 
for all x, y > 0. 
We now address the case in IR2 where one component sum converges to a 
normal N(0, 1) limit and the other converges to a stable distribution of index 
a2 < 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose SL YdlL are i.i.d. IR2-valued random 
vectors with EX,, = 0. Suppose V,(x) = EX: Itlx,, Gx, is slowly varying and 
define {a,} via nV,(a,) - ai (n + 00) so that 
(3.11) 
where U has a N(0, 1) distribution. Suppose further that there exist {b,} 
(b, > 0) and {d,} such that 
CL=, yn 
bn 
-d,* V, (3.12) 
where V has a stable distribution of index a2 < 2. Then in IR2 
(3.13) 
where 0 =d U, V=d V, and 0, V are independent. 





zsz o+z p 
1 2 9 
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which occurs [6, p. 124, Theorem 41 iff 
for all (zr, z2) E IR*, where X,, = z,(X,/a,) + .z2(Yl/bn), v~~,,~,,(.) is a Levy 
measure and -+” denotes vague convergence of measures. We now show that 
(3.14) and (3.15) are both implied by the marginal convergence (3.1 l), 
(3.12). We examine (3.14) first. Fix 0 < q < E and recall that for any fixed 
6 > 0, 
lim nP{]X,( > a,6} = 0. (3.16) 
n+m 
Also for r > 0 [5, p. 5771 and some c > 0, 
lim nP{]z, Y,] > b,c} = c<-a2. 
Now 
(3.17) 
Since nP{]X,,] > s, ]z,X,] > u,q} < nP{]z,X,] > u,q} -+ 0, we focus atten- 
tion on the first term of (3.18). We have 
which, using (3.16) to (3.18) implies 
< lim sup nP{ (X, 
“-+a, 
Letting II 1 0 we conclude that 
lim nP(]X,,( > E 
“-too 
} = C&-=2. (3.19) 
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Therefore @‘[IX,, 1 > E] - nP[\z, Y, 1 > b,c] + 0 so that the vague limit in 
(3.14) is equivalent to 
For concreteness and simplicity suppose z2 > 0 and x > 0, then 




lim nP(X,, < -x} = c~z~~x-~* =: zTZM(-x), 
n-cc 
(3.20b) 
where c, > 0, c2 2 0, c, + c2 > 0. 
We now analyze (3.15). Repeat the calculations following (3.6) to check 
that (3.15) is equivalent to 
- 
tz n&nm n{EXf,,1,MncE,-(EX,11[M,(E,)2}=Qc~,,~2>. (3.21) 
NOW divide (3.21) as in Theorem 3.1 into three parts I1 + I, + I,. Since 
;$ n!m n IEz:%L2xl,M”<e] - (Ev,‘X, l(M”J 
-Ez:Gc l,,z,a;k,<E] - Pl~,‘~, l[,z,a,k,(E))21 = 0, 
7 
we have lim c-0 !a,, I, = z:. A similar procedure shows 7 
lim,, hr~,,, I, = 0. For I, we first prove 
(3.22) 
To this end use the Schwartz inequality to see that the left side of (3.22) is 
dominated by 
This last relation follows from 
Ex:lIlx,,<xl E RVO and J-‘:~I,,,,,,I E W=kZ. 
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In a similar way one can show 
Combining this information we find (3.15) holds with Q(z,, ZJ = z:. 
So the conditions for joint convergence in IR* are satisfied when marginal 
convergence holds. To check that the joint-limit distribution is the product 
measure we need only write the canonical Levy-Khintchine representation 
for the characteristic function of the infinitely-divisible random variable 
which is the weak limit of 
and we use the expressions obtained for roIIL2)(~) and Q(zr,z,). We obtain 
[6, p. 126; p. 70, Eq. (6)], for z2 > 0, I E R, 
where M and N are defined as in (3.20). From this it easily follows that 
which completes the proof. 
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